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As the worldwide exclusive licensee of a wide variety of airsoft products and brands, PTS prides itself in helping 

create the most authentic experiences possible - both on and off the battlefield. Nothing else handles like PTS 

because nothing else is made like PTS, guaranteed. Each and every brand in the PTS family must pass rigorous 

testing requirements. And it’s only the most realistic, precision engineered and innovatively designed that make 

the cut. In the end, you can be assured that the PTS family of brands offers a singular opportunity to own one of 

the finest, most trusted, field-tested brands ever assembled. Welcome to the PTS experience.



BattleComp® are among the best rifle muzzle devices available in today’s market and certainly one of the most well-known and 
popular muzzle devices.  Whereas muzzle brake compensators control rifle recoil extremely well, it is achieved at the expense of 
reduced flash reduction and very highly concussive shock wave around the muzzle device versus normal flash hiders.  Although 
you can accomplish rapid but accurate multiple shots onto your target with a muzzle brake, the enhanced flash signature and 
concussion can make a muzzle brake detrimental for lowlight/night combat shooting as well as close proximity shooting with 
teammates and in confined spaces. The BattleComp® blends the functions of both muzzle brakes and flash hiders by providing the 
best balance of recoil reduction with only a slight compromise in flash reduction and concussion to create the best battle ready 
rifle compensator on the market.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized BattleComp® license. BattleComp® logo and related brand names are trademarks of Battle Comp Enterprises, LLC in the United 
States and/or other countries.

BattleComp

Battle Arms Development, Inc. is an American owned and operated small business. It was created in 2009 by two firearm 
enthusiasts and collectors. Specialize in the design, development, and marketing of tools, parts, and accessories of M14/M1A/M1 
Garand and AR/M16/M4 style weapon systems.

The BAD-ASS selector is the best known modular AR platform ambidextrous safety selector on the market. It has a modular 
design that allows you to choose among several provided selector lever types to pick one that best suits your needs and comfort.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized BattleComp® license. BattleComp® logo and related brand names are trademarks of Battle Comp Enterprises, LLC in the United 
States and/or other countries.

Battle Arms Development



What began as an enthusiast’s hobby has grown into a vibrant firearm accessories operation. Production, Sales and Support 
teams at ERGO have demonstrated what is possible when a passionate group dedicates itself to a common goal. Unified in the 
company’s mission—to provide all shooters with the finest firearm accessories available—the business has continued to grow due 
to a combination of precision manufacturing excellence and superior customer service.

Based in New Mexico, ERGO develops and manufactures high performance small arms accessories to support civilian, law 
enforcement and military users. From innovative products like the ERGO Grip and F93 Pro Stock, ERGO Grips has expanded their 
product line to include a wide range of precision engineered weapon accessories.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized Falcon Industries license. Falcon Industries and related brand names are trademarks of Falcon Industries, Inc. in the United States 
and/or other countries. 

ERGO Grip

Centurion Arms is founded and owned by Monty LeClair, a combat experienced active duty Navy SEAL sniper who has served 
on multiple SEAL Teams and is currently the Chief at the US Navy SEAL Sniper School. He is also well-known for having custom 
built the Mk13 sniper rifle used by fellow Navy SEAL Chris Kyle during his final combat deployments who is known as the most 
lethal SEAL sniper in America’s history. 

Former Delta Force veteran, weapons expert, and the "father of the HK416", Larry Vickers, calls Monty "the most weapons 
savvy SEAL I have ever met". Initially known for custom gun builds and for offering superior quality precision AR barrels, 
Centurion Arms makes a full range of some of the most innovative and sought after AR rails and AR accessories on the market. 

License: This airsoft product is manufactured under authorized Centurion Arms® license. Centurion Arms® logo and associated brand names are trademarks of Centurion Arms, LLC in the United 
States and/or other countries.

Centurion Arms



GoGun® USA designs and produces a variety of parts for custom firearms. Their signature ground breaking Gas Pedal grip has 
changed the way handguns are used. They have a variety of Pistol, Shotgun and Rifle parts for both the tactical and competitive 
shooter. Obsessed with producing the best brakes on the planet, their answer is the SuperComp Talon Brake and SuperComp™ 
NoTalon Brake.

The well-known trademarks - Gas Pedal® and SuperComp™ - were registered from GoGun® USA. GoGun® USA manufactures 
and designs an array of components for custom firearms. Their pioneering and innovative Gas Pedal® grip has altered the way 
handguns are facilitated. They have a variety of Pistol, Shotgun and Rifle parts. Besides, SuperComp™ Talon Brake and NoTalon 
Brake are specifically prestigious and popular in the market. 

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized GoGun® USA license. GoGun® USA and related brand names are trademarks of GoGun® USA in the United States and/or other 

countries.

GoGun USA

Fortis’s focus is to provide “Operator” needed strength with exceptional design and aesthetics at an affordable price. Every 
product designed by FMI TM undergoes a strenuous testing and evaluation period with a diverse group of select professionals, 
resolving all issues before a product is considered ready for production. It is this philosophy that ensures each product will meet 
or exceed the heavy demands of the professionals who use them.

Fortis REV™ is an extremely lightweight yet robust free floating rail system. The REV™’s unique design reduces as much weight 
as possible while maintaining strength by utilizing a 1 piece body design. KeyMod mounting points are located at the 3 & 9 O’clock 
positions for modularity and additional weight savings.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized Fortis Manufacturing, Inc. (FMI)™  license.  Fortis Manufacturing, Inc. (FMI)™ logo and related brand names are trademarks of Fortis 
Manufacturing, Inc. (FMI)™ in the United States and/or other countries.

Fortis Manufacturing Inc



Rainier Arms was started by shooting enthusiasts for shooting enthusiasts. Specializing in high end AR15s/M16s, parts & 
accessories, their motto was: "If we won't use it, we won't sell it." Founded in 2005, Rainier Arms was established (and 
continues to this day) as a firearms and parts supplier. As time passed, they had a desire for products made a certain way and 
knew that the only way to make that possible was to make those products themselves. And as evidenced by the popularity of 
their own products they're off to a good start.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized Rainier Arms license. Rainier Arms and related brand names are trademarks of Rainier Arms, LLC in the United States and/or other 
countries.

Rainier Arms

Mega Arms is a part of Mega Machine Shop which was established in 1984. For many years their primary clientele were from 
the aerospace, fabrication and heavy-equipment industries due to their precision machining capabilities and reputation for superior 
quality. Seeing a void in the firearms industry for guns they knew they were uniquely capable of manufacturing, Mega Arms 
was formed and are, to this day, best known for their design, engineering, and production of precision AR-15 components and 
distinctive complete rifles that remain unsurpassed in finish and performance quality in the rifle production industry.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized Mega Arms  license.  Mega Arms® logo and related brand names are trademarks of Mega Machine Shop, Inc.in the United States 
and/or other countries.

Mega Arms

Griffin Armament was founded by a pair of sniper-qualified U.S. Army combat infantry veterans.  After leaving the military and 
armed with the insights from their time served in the military and having considerable technical knowledge, they started Griffin 
Armament to engineer and produce products optimized to meet the needs of today’s combat shooters. Today, Griffin Armament 
designs and manufactures a variety of specialized and highly effective muzzle devices and rifle sound suppressors for a wide 
range of end-user needs.  PTS is proud to be the exclusive licensee for replica airsoft accessories based on Griffin Armament's 
products.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized Griffin Armament® license. Griffin Armament® and related brand names are trademarks of Hearing Protection, LLC in the United 
States and/or other countries.

Griffin Armament



US PALM is dedicated to developing and producing the world’s finest firearms enhancements and accessories. One of the things 
that make US PALM different is that they are constantly working to refine their product lines. While many of their designs are 
revolutionary, they believe in maintaining an evolutionary product design mind-set. By staying informed through their cadre of 
industry professionals - including military and police active duty personnel, firearms instructors, manufacturing experts, and 
technical advisors - they amass the collective wisdom of many to bring new products, or product refinements, that answer the 
questions and needs of front line war-fighters. 

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized US PALM license.  US PALM logo and related brand names are trademarks of US PALM, LLC in the United States and/or other 
countries

US PALM

Unity Tactical - "Innovative, Adaptive, Decisive" Unity Tactical LLC was created to provide innovative and cutting edge products. 
Unity strives to blend form, function, utility, and technological sophistication into cutting edge solutions to common problems. 
We are not afraid of failure or out of the box thinking but strive for perfection in our products.

License: This airsoft replica is manufactured under authorized Unity Tactical license. Unity Tactical logo and related brand names are trademarks of Unity Tactical, LLC in the United States and/or 
other countries.

Unity Tactical



The PTS RM4 series of guns are variations based on the M4/AR-15 platform. The ERG (Electric Recoil Gun) RM4 system 
represents the continued evolution of the AEG (Automatic Electric Gun). Core features include a mechanical / electrical cut-off 
with the last round fired, functional bolt release, and simulated recoil via the proprietary Kinetic Feedback System. The included 
ERG PMAG is specifically designed to work with the auto cut-off system. The ERG is also compatible with standard AEG 
magazines (though the auto cut-off feature will not be active with these). With its new feature set, the RM4 offers the shooter 
a degree of functional realism not present in previous generations of AEGs. The PTS AR15 ERG is a perfect training gun for the 
shooter who desires simulated felt recoil, more realistic firearms manipulation, and the reliability of Electric Airsoft Guns.

Features:
Enhanced AEG Gearbox with Kinetic Feedback System.
Proprietary Recoil System.
Mechanical / Electrical auto cut-off with last round fired.
Functional bolt release for firing system reactivation.
All Metal Billet-style AR-15 receiver.
PTS RM4 PMAG with adjustable 30 or 60 round capacity.
Flip-up rear PTS MBUS.
PTS MOE Handguard, Pistol Grip & Stock.

PTS RM4 (ERG) Series



PTS RM4 Scout (ERG)
The PTS RM4 Scout ERG is a well-balanced, mid-length training rifle. Featuring a 14.5" barrel (with 14mm CCW barrel threading), 
it is the ideal rifleman's gun. The standard length barrel keeps the user competitive in both outdoor and MOUT environments. The 
mid-length PTS MOE handguard allows slightly more real estate for longer grip manipulations, yielding better gun pointability. 

Spec:       Dimensions:
Magazine Capacity:  30/60 rounds               Inner Barrel Diameter:  6.05 mm,  Length – 395 mm
Caliber:    6mm BB    Outer Barrel Length:  36.83 cm [14.5”]
Engine:    Kinetic Feedback System [KFS] Overall Length (Retracted): 78.74 cm [31.0”], (Extended) – 87 
cm [34.25”]
Power Source:   11.1v 15c Li-po/Li-Fe

Performance:   
Rate of Fire:  14+ RPS
Velocity:   370-390 FPS

Part No. PT6176803
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$379.95/pc

PTS RM4 CQB (ERG)
The PTS RM4 CQB ERG is a perfect training rifle for the shooter who needs a more compact rifle than a full length gun. Featuring 
a 10.5" barrel (with 14mm CCW barrel threading), it is the ideal CQB AR-15-type gun. The barrel is long enough to keep the user 
competitive in both outdoor and MOUT environments, yet short enough to be easily manipulated in tight spaces. The CQB-length 
PTS MOE handguard keeps the shooter's support hand far enough forward to maintain good control and pointability, yet close 
enough to the shooter's body that gun manipulations remain quick and efficient. 

Spec:       Dimensions:
Magazine Capacity:  30/60 rounds   Inner Barrel Diameter:   6.05 mm, Length – 273 mm
Caliber:    6mm BB               Outer Barrel Length:  26.67 cm [10.5”]
Engine:    Kinetic Feedback System [KFS] Overall Length (Retracted): 68.44 cm [26.95”],   
Power Source:   11.1v 15c Li-po/Li-Fe  (Extended) – 76.78 cm [30.23”]
                 
Performance:  
Rate of Fire:  14+ RPS
Velocity:  330-350 FPS

Part No. PT6106803
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$369.95/pc



What started as a concept gun has been recreated as its airsoft version. Developed for use in confined spaces such as vehicles 
and close quarter environments, this gun meets the needs of most operators working from a multitude of scenarios. The complete 
concept and functionality has been translated into the airsoft area. 

Features:
PTS Custom Type Gearbox.
Quick Spring Changing.
8mm Bearings Gearbox.
Milled into the top of the receiver is a 37 slot continuous mil- spec 1913A rail for mounting optics, iron sights, and/or optional 
carry handles (sold separately).
Polymer receiver. 
Fully ambidextrous controls include magazine release, charging handle, and simulated reversible mid ejection system.
Fire control (semi-automatic versus fully-automatic fire) manipulated via the two stage weighted trigger.
Suitable for Lipo 8.4v battery.
Battery stored in the pistol grip.
Compatible with High, mid and standard capacity M4 Tokyo Marui style AEG magazines.
255mm inner barrel.

Spec:       
Weight:    2.46kg   Fit Battery Pack:   Mini / Pistol Grip (Nickel / Li Po)
Major    Color: Black  Barrel Thread Type:   Clockwise
Length:    490mm   Barrel Thread Demeter:   14mm
Barrel Length:   10.5”   Magazine Capacity:   70 Rounds
Hop-up:   Adjustable  Bullet Type:    6mm BB
AEG Power Mode:  8.4v ~ 11.1v  

Performance:
Velocity:   320 ~ 380 FPS

Part No. PT9046808
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$320.00/pc

PTS PDR-C



PTS PDR-D (GBB)
The PTS PDR is a conceptual prototype. The concept is envisioned as an ultra-compact, rifle-caliber personal defence weapon. It 
is designed to fill the unique role between pistol and rifle, by combining the stealth of the handgun with heavy fire power while 
greatly reducing any logistical burden. The PDR is comprised of two models: the PDR-D which is for CQB and Direct Action 
Missions while the PDR-C was designed for those operating in confined spaces, such as armoured vehicles. The PDR-D features a 
full sized pistol grip, removable forward grip and extended tail section.

Features:
Gas operated recoil blowback.
Picatinny M1913 Top Rail and front lower rail.
Reversible Mid Ejection System.
Press Check Blast Cover.
Ambidextrous Charging Handle.
Single Point Sling Mount is used with shoulder holster.
ERG EPM magazine with adjustable 30 or 60 round capacity.
Tokyo Marui style 5.56 magazines also compatible.

Part No. TBA
Color Code: TBA
MSRP: TBA



The PTS Mega Arms MKM GBBR series of guns are variation based on the M4/AR-15 platform. The Mega Arms GBBR (Airsoft 
Gas Blowback Rifle) represents the continued evolution of Airsoft guns as training systems.

Precision machined and engineered, the PTS Mega Arms MKM GBBR is a perfect training gun for the shooter who desires realistic 
firearms manipulation, the reliability of PTS training products and the unique style that only Mega Arms can envision.

Features: 
PTS Mega Arms GTR-3H Billet Lower Receiver with flared magazine well.
PTS Mega Arms MKM AR-15 Billet Upper Receiver with Key Mod Handguard.
Compatible with all standard Key Mod accessories.
Ultra lightweight design.
Skeletonized Trigger.
Adjustable front and rear sights.
Collapsible stock.
Gas operated recoil blowback.
Functional bolt catch and release.
Functional forward assist.
Semi and full auto select fire modes.
Adjustable hop-up.

Spec:      Dimensions / Weight:
Caliber:    6mm    Inner Barrel:   Diameter  = 6.05 mm  Length = 370 mm 
Magazine Capacity: 40 rounds    Outer Barrel Length:  36.83 cm [14.5"]
Gas System:   Force Velocity [FV]   Overall Length:   Retracted = 81 cm [32"]  Extended = 89 cm [35"]
Propellant:   Green Gas    Weight:   With mag = 3.2kg [7 lbs] / Without mag = 2.6kg   
                 [5.75 lbs]

Performance:
Rate of fire:   13+ RPS
Velocity:   360-380 FPS

Part No. MG0026803
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$480/pc

PTS Mega Arms MKM AR15 (GBB)



The PTS Mega Arms MKM ERG series of guns are variation based on the M4/AR-15 platform. The Mega Arms ERG (Electric 
Recoil Gun) represents the continued evolution of Airsoft guns as training systems. The PTS ERG series of Airsoft guns features 
the same firearms manipulations and functions as found on real AR15 firearms. ERG stands for Electric Recoil Gun, and this 
system represents the continued evolution of the now common Electric Gun. It's core features include a mechanical and electrical 
cut-off with the last round fired, and simulated recoil via the proprietary Kinetic Feedback System.

The PTS Mega Arms MKM ERG includes a new type of EPM that has a built in follower which is specifically designed to work 
with the auto cut-off system and can be switched from 30 to 60 round capacity with the flip of a switch. The Mega Arms MKM 
ERG has also been designed to be compatible with standard AEG magazines.

Precision machined and engineered, the PTS Mega Arms MKM ERG is a perfect training gun for the shooter who desires realistic 
firearms manipulation, the reliability of PTS training products and the unique style that only Mega Arms can envision.

Features:
PTS Mega Arms Lower Receiver with flared magazine well.
PTS Mega Arms MKM AR-15 Upper Receiver with Key Mod Handguard.
Enhanced AEG Gearbox with Kinetic Feedback System.
Proprietary Recoil System.
Mechanical / Electrical auto cut-off with last round fired.
Functional bolt release for firing system reactivation.
ERG EPM magazine with adjustable 30 or 60 round capacity.
Locking bolt function (with EPM magazine only).
Tokyo Marui style 5.56 magazines also compatible.

Part No. MG0056803
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: TBA

PTS Mega Arms MKM AR15 (ERG)



The PTS Masada is an airsoft GBB (Gas Blow Back) which is based on Magpul® Masada GEN 3 design, completely reproduced in 
all details. It can be rapidly reconfigured for length, magazine compatibility, stock type, and fire-control set up.

The PTS GBB series of Airsoft guns features the same firearms manipulations and functions as found on the real Masada firearm.

Precision machined and engineered, the PTS Masada GBB is a perfect training gun for the shooter who desires realistic firearms 
manipulation and the reliability of PTS training products.

Features:
Gas operated recoil blowback.
Tool-less quick-change barrel system.
CNC machined upper receiver (serialized).
Milled into the top of the receiver is a 37 slot, continuous, military specification 1913 rail for mounting optics.
Flip up iron front sight compatible with standard Airsoft M4/M16 rear sights.
Reinforced polymer lower receiver.
Fully ambidextrous controls include the fire selector, magazine release, and bolt release/bolt lock-back.
Optional rail mounting points are integrated on both the short and long versions of the polymer hand-guard at the 3, 6 and 9 
o'clock positions.
Multi-adjustable folding stock can be easily swapped to adapt to changing mission requirements.
14.5" Carbine length barrel.

Part No. PT6126803
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Masada (GBB)



The PTS Masada is an airsoft ERG (Electric Recoil Gun) which is based on Magpul® Masada GEN 3 design, completely reproduced 
in all details. It can be rapidly reconfigured for length, magazine compatibility, stock type, and fire-control set up.

ERG stands for Electric Recoil Gun, and this system represents the continued evolution of the now common Electric Gun. It's 
core features include a mechanical and electrical cut-off with the last round fired, and simulated recoil via the proprietary Kinetic 
Feedback System.

Features:
Enhanced AEG Gearbox with Kinetic Feedback System.
Tool-less quick-change barrel system.
CNC machined upper receiver (serialized).
Milled into the top of the receiver is a 37 slot, continuous, military specification 1913 rail for mounting optics.
Flip up iron front sight compatible with standard Airsoft M4/M16 rear sights.
Reinforced polymer lower receiver.
Fully ambidextrous controls include the fire selector, magazine release, and bolt release/bolt lock-back.
Optional rail mounting points are integrated on both the short and long versions of the polymer hand-guard at the 3, 6 and 9 
o'clock positions.
Multi-adjustable folding stock can be easily swapped to adapt to changing mission requirements.
14.5" Carbine length barrel.

Part No. PT6136803
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Masada (ERG)





EPM M4 Magazine
The PTS Enhanced Polymer Magazine, or EPM for short, is a new type of Polymer Magazine for airsoft rifles. The EPM is a truly 
unique magazine, inside and out.

Externally it features a polymer shell, with recessed panels for better grip, and unique magazine well guides that reduce snagging 
when the magazine is drawn from and reinserted into pouches. The bottom of the base plate has been designed with an angled 
surface and a rubber over-mold on the lower face. This combination of features allows the end user to rest the gun on any 
flat shooting platform and have more surface contact with better traction and therefore greater stability. The angled surface is 
minimized to the point that it is functional, yet still comfortable in the hand when drawn from pouches and also not inhibit the 
closure of flaps on closed top magazine pouches. The front of the base plate has also been designed with a ribbed ledge which 
promotes easier extraction of the magazine from deep magazine pouches and can help the end user with correctly indexing the 
magazine.
 
Features:
Simple, clean elegant design with aggressive front and rear textured panels for improved grip during loading and unloading 
manipulations.
Simulated feed lips adds to aesthetics of realism and aids in guiding the magazine into the gun.
Front magazine well guides keeps the magazine square in the gun and low drag wing design helps the magazine to avoid getting 
caught on gear when inserting or drawing from magazine pouches.
Unique base plate design with a stepped front ledge tab aids in pulling the magazine out of deep pouches and acts as an index 
point when gripping the magazine for insertion into the M4's mag-well.
Rubberized over-mold base plate gives the shooter increased surface contact and traction when in shooting positions in which the 
magazine is resting on a shooting platform.
Dot matrix on the base plate allows the user to mark the magazine with alphanumeric characters or pictograms for identification.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.
Made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer.



Features:
GBBR magazine holds 38 rounds.
Compatible with any LM4-based M4 GBBRs, including those by PTS, KSC and KWA. 
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.

Spec:
Weight:    700g (approx.)
Size:    185 x 85 x 30mm (approx.)

Part No. TBA
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

The AEG version of the EPM carries all the innovative features as standard on all versions of the EPM but with an added extra 
feature:

The bullet window with the fake 556 rounds isn't just for show. When the magazine is fully loaded, at the base of the 
see-through bullet window, an orange follower comes into view. This is a remarkable design feature unique to the EPM as it 
allows the end user to pick up any EPM magazine and immediately know if the magazine is filled to capacity and ready to go. It 
also acts a visual indicator for the user to know when to stop loading the magazine. This mid capacity AEG magazine holds 150 
rounds with the same reliability that all PTS magazines have long been famous for.
 
Features:
Fake 5.56mm bullet window gives the aesthetics of a real magazine.
Loaded bullet indicator signals when to stop loading the magazine as well as a quick visual reminder to the user that it is a topped 
off mag in the heat of battle/training.
Compatible with any standard Version 2 based M4 AEGs, including those by TM, KWA, G&P, both the VFC and Classic Army 
416, PTS Masada, PTS PDR-C, and the PTS ERG series.
Midcap magazine holds 150 rounds.
Compatible with any standard V2 based M4 AEGs.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.

Spec:     
Weight:    170g (approx.)
Size:    177 x 85 x 30mm (approx.)

Part No. PT0964503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth / 40 Olive Drab
MSRP: US$24.95/pc

EPM M4 Magazine (GBBR)

EPM M4 Magazine (AEG)



The PTS RM4 ERG magazine introduces a new type of EPM that has a built in follower which is specifically designed to work 
with the auto cut-off system and can be switched from 30 to 60 round capacity with the flip of a switch. The PTS RM4 ERG 
magazine has also been designed to be compatible with standard AEG magazines. The follower was designed in such a way to 
allow every round in the magazine to be fired and comprises of an extended follower which is able to extend up the hopup right 
up to the nozzle.

Features:
Compatible with any standard Version 2 based M4 AEGs, including those by TM, KWA, G&P, both the VFC and Classic Army 
416, PTS Masada, PTS PDR-C, and the PTS ERG series.
30 to 60 round capacity.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.

Spec:     
Weight:    170g (approx.)
Size:    174 x 85 x 30mm.

Part No. PT0924503
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$39.95/pack

PTS RM4 ERG Magazine (3pcs Pack)



The PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate - G for Tokyo Marui airsoft pistols are specifically designed to reduce shock to the magazine 
if dropped thus prolonging the life of the magazine. The overmolded design made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer and TPU rubber 
equates to a solid product.

The angled face of the shockplate aids the shooter in stabilizing their pistol level to the horizontal to shoot with greater accuracy 
from a fixed platform. The face of the baseplate also incorporates a recessed dot matrix so magazines can be marked accordingly 
if need be.

Spec:
Weight:   20g (approx.)
Material:  Rubber with reinforced polymer
Colors:   Black
Dimensions:  30 x 40 x 11 mm (without packaging)
Compatibility:  TMG17, TMG18C, TMG26, TMG26 Advance Gas Blow Back Gun magazines

Part No. PT1294403
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: TBA

PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate - G

PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate - 1911 
The PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate - 1911 for Tokyo Marui airsoft pistols are specifically designed to reduce shock to the 
magazine if dropped thus prolonging the life of the magazine. The simple one-piece design made from TPU rubber consist of just 
the right hardness to absorb shock whilst being hard enough to avoid tearing if forced or pulled.

The angled face of the shockplate aids the shooter in stabilizing their pistol level to the horizontal to shoot with greater 
accuracy from a fixed platform. The face of the shockplate also incorporates a recessed dot matrix so magazines can be marked 
accordingly if need be.

Spec:
Weight:   15g (approx.)
Material:  Rubber
Color:   Black
Dimensions:  14 x 42 x 19 mm (without packaging)
Compatibility:  TM MEU, Detonics .45, Desert Warrior, Night Warrior GBB Pistol

Part No. TBA
Color Code: TBA
MSRP: TBA





Spec:
Material:   Polymer 
Compatibility:   VFC, LCT, ASP, Beta Project, CA, Cyma, E&L 
Weight:    90g approx 
Size:    115 x 35 x 94mm 

Part No. UP0024503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$19.99/pc

PTS US PALM AK Grip (AEG)

The US PALM AK30 Airsoft Magazine is designed to be utilized by an operator in any condition. The aggressive ridges on the 
front and rear allow a positive purchase when seating the AK30 into the rifle. The deep waffle pattern on the magazine sides 
assist in rapid extraction from magazine pouches, and 100% positive manipulation within conditions beyond extreme. Every 
surface of the AK30 was given careful consideration to benefit the operator working in the harshest conditions on earth.

The PTS US PALM AK30 Airsoft Magazine is virtually identical in appearance and feel with the real AK30 magazine.  Like its 
real counterpart, the PTS AK30 magazine is precisely engineered and produced using reinforced polymer. It has a 150 round bb 
capacity.

Features:
150 round capacities.
Reinforced Polymer outer casing.
Compatible with Marui style Airsoft rifles.

Spec:
Weight:    220g approx.
Length:    220 x 32 x 80mm
Bullet Type:   6mm BB

Part No. UP0014503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$22.95/pc

PTS US PALM AK30 Airsoft Magazine
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Part No. RA009490300
MSRP: US$45.00/pc

Part No. RA010490300
MSRP: US$45.00/pc

PTS Rainier Arms Charging Handle - KWA LM4 Version

PTS Rainier Arms Charging Handle – Systema PDW Version

Part No. RA008490300
MSRP: US$45.00/pc

PTS Rainier Arms Charging Handle – G&P / WA Version / PTS Mega Arms MKM Version

The Raptor is truly revolutionary in design & function. From rapid palm "blading" or finger thumb charges of the rifle, the motion 
is fluid & fast from either strong or support side.

Used unique mechanism by AXTS, PTS Rainier Arms Raptor Ambidextrous Charging Handle comprehensively provides right or left 
handed users with ergonomic benefit. Not only does PTS Rainier Arms Raptor Ambidextrous Charging Handle deliver advanced 
training method, but also significantly improves the manipulation time. The catch lever and pull handles both smoothly operate 
which brings users with a great sense of security. 

Features: 
Positive latch function allows easy engagement from either side of the Airsoft gun with either hand.
The right side of the handle is slightly longer to clear the forward assist and the grip surface is serrated for positive grip control.
A unique mechanism developed by AXTS allows left-handed shooters the ability to mirror the Airsoft gun manipulations done by 
those who shoot ‘righty’.
Allows for easier Airsoft gun manipulations when either loading a round into the chamber or performing malfunction corrections 
when necessary.
6000 series aluminium alloy with anodized coating.
Specifically engineered to function with the G&P, WA, KWA LM4, series GBB & Systema PDW Airsoft guns.

Spec:
Material:   6000 series aluminium alloy with anodized coating
Weight:    75g (approx.)
Dimensions:  180 x 65 x 13mm
Compatibility:   G&P, WA series GBB
Color:    Black

PTS Raptor Ambidextrous Charging Handle
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The PTS Enhanced Polymer Grip-Compact, or EPG-C for short, is a simple yet highly functional polymer pistol grip for the AR15 
platform with a more vertical angle than its standard EPG counterpart.
The EPG-C features a reduced, more vertical grip angle for shooters who have adopted the changes in modern gun fighting 
stances, and gun manipulation techniques where a reduced angle pistol grip may improve weapon ergonomics. A lot of shooters 
find this grip angle reduces stress and strain on the wrist and also puts the wrist more in line with the trigger for improved trigger 
control. It allows equal comfort for shooters who wish to run their gun with their stocks collapsed, as well as providing a more 
natural engagement angle for the fire control hand even in a fully extended stock position.

Features:
More vertical compact grip angle with improved ergonomics
Aggressive 360° texturing to increase surface traction but strategically panelled with comfort in mind.
Available for both AEGs as well as Airsoft Gas Blowback Rifles.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.
Made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer

Part No. PT1234503 (AEG) / PT1244503 (GBB)
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

EPG-C M4 Grip



EPG M4 Grip
The PTS Enhanced Polymer Grip, or EPG for short, is a simple yet highly functional polymer pistol grip for the AR15 platform. The 
EPG features a conventional M4 grip angle but with dramatically improved ergonomics and aggressive texturing designed as the 
perfect upgrade for a combat rifle. Engineered to balance the shooter's needs for a wide variety of shooting positions, the EPG is 
uniquely built to be the ideal universal grip for most users.
 
Features: 
Conventional M4 grip angle but with improved ergonomics.
Aggressive 360° texturing to increase surface traction but strategically panelled with comfort in mind.
Base cap at the bottom of the grip allows internal grip access for general storage (GBBR version only). Pistol grip storage 
compartment will accept CR123 batteries, tools, spare parts etc.
Available for both AEGs as well as Airsoft Gas Blowback Rifles.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.
Made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer.

Part No. PT1234503 (AEG) / PT1244503 (GBB)
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA



Features:
Ergonomically correct finger grooves.
Integrated rear upper extension supports the web of your hand.
Superior textured finish improves weapon control.
Virtually impervious to oils and solvents.
Compatible all general M4/M16 Gas Blow Black System Training Weapon.
For GBB AR15/M4 only.

Spec:
Net weight:   83g
Dimensions:   111 x 25 x 70 mm
Color:    Black and Dark Earth 
Attachment:   Screw x 1, Countersunk Washer x 1, Plain Flat Washer x 1

Part No. FL0154503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$24.99/pc

PTS Ergo 2 Grip – GBB Version

Features:
Ergonomically correct finger grooves
Integrated rear upper extension supports the web of shooter’s hands

Part No. FL0094503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$21.95/pc

PTS ERGO Grip AEG Version  [fits airsoft AR15 AEG.]



EPF-S M4 Foregrip
The PTS Enhanced Polymer Foregrip - Short, or EPF-S, is a simple yet highly functional short polymer foregrip for any gun needing 
additional front end support. The EPF-S Foregrip has a carefully conceived streamlined design combined with a non-standard grip 
angle. The resulting EPF-S is not only stylish but also extremely comfortable to use. The EPF-S has a storage compartment with a 
sliding access plate at the base to store misc items and tools.
 
Features:
Light weight.
Low-drag snag free design prevents tangling of the gun with molle gear, the user's sling and other kit.
Clean lines and elegant design provides improved aesthetics and ergonomics.
Can be mounted in either direction depending on the shooter's needs and preference.
Flat sides gives the shooter more torsion for improved yaw control when manipulating the rifle.
Aggressive 360° texturing to increase surface traction but strategically paneled with comfort in mind.
Storage compartment for storage of small misc tools and items.
Easy and simple installation.
Compatible with any picatinny railed surface.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.
Made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer.
 
Part No. PT1284503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA



EPF M4 Foregrip with AEG Battery Storage
The PTS Enhanced Polymer Foregrip, or EPF for short, is a simple yet highly functional polymer foregrip for any gun needing 
additional front end support. The EPF Foregrip has a carefully conceived streamlined design combined with a non-standard 
grip angle. The resulting EPF is not only stylish but also extremely comfortable to use. The standard length EPF has a storage 
compartment with a sliding access plate at the base, and pass through channels at the top for wiring. This allows the EPF to 
store certain airsoft appropriate lithium polymer batteries for front wired electric airsoft guns (thereby removing the need for a 
battery box) or to store other misc items and tools.

Features:
Light weight.
Low-drag snag free design prevents tangling of the gun with molle gear, the user's sling and other kit.
Clean lines and elegant design provides improved aesthetics and ergonomics.
Can be mounted in either direction depending on the shooter's needs and preference.
Flat sides gives the shooter more torsion for improved yaw control when manipulating the rifle.
Aggressive 360° texturing to increase surface traction but strategically panelled with comfort in mind.
Storage compartment and pass through channels for battery storage on front wired airsoft guns or storage of small misc tools 
and items.
Battery storage capacity up to 100mm x 21mm x 16mm.
Easy and simple installation.
Compatible with any picatinny railed surface.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.
Made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer.

Part No. PT1274503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA



By adding the extension firmer purchase of the grip can be achieved for those with larger hands thus providing greater ergonomic 
stability. The grip texture has been continued along the front and back strap of the grip adding to the users comfort and control. 
On the inside the battery compartment has been lengthened allowing for larger batteries to be used which has been one of the 
main demands of the PDR-C users.

Features:
Drop-in replacement for PDR-C grip cover.
Extends grip length by 23mm.
Extends interior battery compartment by 22mm.
Secure snap lock fastening.
Vented base.
Durable polymer construction.
Color available: Black.

Part No. PT0934503 
Color Code: 07 Black 
MSRP: US$12.99/pc

PTS PDR-C Grip Extension



GoGun Gas Pedal RS2 is designed for any 1913 Picatiny rail rifle or shotgun and allows a wide range of shooting grip styles. The 
users are enable thumb for grip and have perfect grip every time as it turns the airsoft into a natural pointer. Also, GoGun Gas 
Pedal RS2 is enable opposable grip for maximum weapons retention. As it is compatible with Universal Battle Stand to makes 
cross airsoft or training weapon platform easy, therefore it is ideal for combat or tactical training.

Features:
Designed for use with just about all vertical grips and angled grips or alone.
Reinforced Polymer Construction.
Weight:    24g
Dimensions:   29 x 45 x 36 mm
Color:    Black & Dark Earth

Part No. GG0014503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$15.00/pc

PTS GoGun Gas Pedal RS2 

Falcon Industries licensed ERGO Never Quit Magwell Grip fits airsoft AR15/M4 Magazine wells and reconfigures the squared 
shape of the airsoft AR15/M4 magazine well into an ergonomic and comfortable grip option.

Features:
Reconfigures the squared shape of the airsoft AEG AR15/M4 magazine well into an ergonomic and comfortable grip option.
Gives airsoft AEG AR15/M4 receivers a distinctive aesthetic upgrade.
Easy installation.
Oil and solvent resistant Santoprene construction.

Spec:
Material:   Santoprene Rubber
Dimensions:   80 x 50 x 50mm
Weight:    50g (approx.)
Color:    Black & Dark Earth
Fitting:    Airsoft AEG AR15/M4

Part No. FL0174403
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$12.59/pc

PTS Ergo Never Quit Grip





PTS Fortis REV™
PTS Fortis REV™ is an extremely lightweight yet robust free floating rail system. The REV™’s unique design reduces as much 
weight as possible while maintaining strength by utilizing a 1 piece body design. KeyMod mounting points are located at the 3 & 
9 O’clock positions for modularity and additional weight savings. It’s unique mounting system captures a standard airsoft AR15/
M4 barrel nut for easy installation.

Features:
Aluminum 6061.
Authentic licensed Fortis markings .
Includes replica Fortis low profile airsoft dummy gas block and gas tube.
Actual Length: 12.429’ (12 inch version) / 9.234’ (9 inch version).
Rotation Limited QD Sockets and anti-Rotation Tabs (Fits Forged Style Airsoft Upper Receivers).
Contiguous Milspec 1913 Top Rail and Milspec 1913 rail sections at the front of the rail.
True specification KEYMODs mount holes at the 3 & 9 O’clock.
Compatible with most standard (34.5mm) Airsoft AR15/M4.

PTS Fortis REV™ Free Float Rail System 12”
Part No. FT0014903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$125.00/pc

PTS Fortis REV™ Free Float Rail System 9”
Part No. FT0024903
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$105.00/pc

PTS Fortis REV™ Free Float Rail System 9” Carbine Cutout
Additional Features - Front top rail cut out is perfect for low profile airsoft dummy gas blocks, piston style gas blocks, or an 
AR15/M4 fixed front sight base
Part No. FT0034903
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$110.00/pc

PTS Fortis Low Profile Gas Block
Features:
Aluminum 6061
Authentic licensed Fortis markings
Dimensions: 34 x 23 x 33mm (approx.)
Part No. FT004490300
MSRP: US$15.00/pc



PTS Ergo 7 & 18 slot Lowpro Rail Cover
Add gripping surface with your rail cover and help protect rails in un-mounted areas. ERGO’s rail cover also protects the 
operator from being cut by uncovered rails and prevents gear from hanging-up. Clip directly onto Picatinny rail configurations on 
handguards covers 7 & 18 slots. Rail Covers are made of Polymer.

7 slots Part No. FL0014503
MSRP: US$10.25/pack of 2pc

18 slots Part No. FL0024503   
MSRP: US$20.50/pack of 2pc

Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth / 21 Foliage Green / 40 Olive Drab

The ERGO M4 4 Rail is designed for AR/M4 Training Weapons/Airsoft with a standard A1/A2 Front Sight Base. Allow for 
attachment of Picatinny rail mounted accessories, forward of the front sight base. Provides extended hand hold opportunities for 
shooters. Install onto A1/A2 front sight base, locking inside the front sight. If you are installing our M4 Four Rail on a new build, 
Modification many need on the front sight base of various brands.

Spec:
Net Weight:   231g
Dimensions:   51 x 136 x 50 mm
Color:    Black
Attachment:   Screw x 6, Set Screw x 1, Designated Parts x 1

Part No. FL013490300
MSRP: US$90.00/pc

The ERGO M4 4 Rail is designed for AR/M4 Training Weapons/Airsoft with a standard A1/A2 Front Sight Base. Allow for 
attachment of Picatinny rail mounted accessories, forward of the front sight base. Provides extended hand hold opportunities for 
shooters. Install onto A1/A2 front sight base, locking inside the front sight. If you are installing our M4 Four Rail on a new build, 
Modification many need on the front sight base of various brands. Tailored fit with PTS MOE Carbine Length, Mid-Length and 
Rifle Hand guard.

Spec:
Net Weight:   226g
Dimensions:   51 x 136 x 50 mm
Color:    Black
Attachment:   Screw x 6, Set Screw x 1, Designated Parts x 1

Part No. FL014490300
MSRP: US$90.00/pc

PTS Ergo M4 4 Rail Hand Guard

PTS Ergo M4 4 Rail Hand Guard - MOE



Installation of the PTS ERGO Z Rail was quick, easy, and the only tool required was an allen wrench. The two piece drop in 
system attached in the same manner as the standard handguards do with the addition of four bolts (two on each side). Although 
this is not a free-float system, it is a good option for those who are budget conscious and it is also a good option for those who 
are assigned an M4 for their duties and may not be allowed to alter their assigned training tool. The pictured bi-pod slipped onto 
the lower rail without issues. This handguard is in Carbine AR/M4 length and will not replace mid-length handguards.

Features:
Providing shooters with an easily installed advantage without barrel removal on the carbine length AR/M4 weapons systems.
Thinner Profile for Forward Control Enhancement.
Lightweight with less permanent installation.
Precision Mounting Platform for the standard carbine handguard replacement without modification.
Four MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rails enable easy, secure mounting of lights, lasers, vertical grips, backup sights, bipods, and other 
accessories.
Exclusive side lock system ensures a stable, rattle-free installation.

Spec:
Material :   6000 Series Aluminum Alloy
Finish:    Black Anodized
Dimensions:   167.5mm x 48mm x 61.4mm
Weight:    280g (Approx. 10 ounces)
Compatibility:  Carbine AR/M4 Length Airsoft System

Part No. FL010490300
MSRP: US$92.95/pc

PTS ERGO Z-RAIL



Installation of the PTS ERGO Z Float RailTM Free Float Handguard is engineered to improve the mission-critical performance of 
carbine length AR15/M4 airsoft systems. Ideal for shooters who prefer a thin profile, lightweight, more permanent installation, 
this precision crafted mounting platform features. 
It has a unique 2-piece design that it can be installed without taking the Airsoft/Training Weapons’ barrel off. This handguard 
is great for those AR15/M4 Type owners that don’t own any gunsmith tool and those that have an airsoft AR15/M4 with 
permanently attached muzzle device.

Features:
Two pieces aerospace aluminum alloy black anodized aluminum construction
Thinner Profile for Forward Control Enhancement.
Anti-Rotational Mechanism : locks onto the stock barrel nut
Easy installation without removing barrel.
Precision Mounting Platform for the standard carbine handguard replacement.
Four MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rails enable easy, secure mounting of lights, lasers, vertical grips, backup sights, bipods, and other 
accessories.
Require removal of delta ring.

Spec:
Material:   6000 Series Aluminum Alloy
Finish:    Black Anodized
Dimensions:   183.3 x 48.05 x 61.5mm
Weight:    320.3g (Approx. 11.3 ounces)
Compatibility:   Carbine AR15/M4 Length Airsoft System

Part No. FL011490300
MSRP: US$98.95/pc

PTS ERGO Z-Float Rail 



The PTS Centurion Arms C4 Rail System is a 2 piece free float rail that, when installed, gives AR uppers a continuous 12 o’clock 
rail.  Its features, some of which are patent pending, also include very light weight, integrated QD mount points, the ability to 
simply install onto a standard barrel nut, and design features that prevent the rail from loosening and rotating under prolonged 
stress. Several versions are available for multiple applications.

Features:
Clamps onto standard airsoft AR15/M4 barrel nuts.
Features 2 built in QD sling swivel sockets.
Free float rail system to enhance accuracy.
Carbine length gas system.
Includes low profile airsoft dummy gas block and gas tube.

Spec:
Material:   Aluminum 6061 – T6
Weight:    200g Approx.
Dimensions:  85 x 62 x 54mm (without packaging)

Part No. CA0014903
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$99.00/pc

Spec:
Material:   Aluminum 6061 – T6
Weight:    260g Approx.
Dimensions:   235 x 62 x 53mm (without packaging)

Part No. CA0024903
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$110.00/pc

PTS Centurion Arms C4 Rail System

PTS Centurion Arms C4 Rail System 7”

PTS Centurion Arms C4 Rail System 9”



Spec:
Weight:    300g Approx.
Dimensions:   280 x 45 x 57mm (without packaging)
Part No. CA0054903
MSRP: US$113.00/pc

Spec:
Weight:    300g Approx.
Dimensions:   240 x 45 x 57mm (without packaging)
Part No. CA0044903
MSRP: US$110.00/pc

Color Code: 07 Black

PTS Centurion Arms CMR Rail 11”

PTS Centurion Arms CMR Rail 9.5”

Spec:
Weight:    300g Approx.
Dimensions:   320 x 40 x 56mm (without packaging)
Part No. CA0034903
MSRP: US$115.00/pc

PTS Centurion Arms CMR Rail 12.5”

PTS Centurion Arms CMR Rail
The PTS Centurion Arms CMR Rail is a lightweight, rugged, one piece free float handguard that uses a proprietary barrel nut 
and gives an AR upper a continuous 12 o’clock rail. It was designed with the top 1913 rail for mounting the most common 
accessories, yet does away with the need for 1913 rail at the 3, 6, and 9 o'clock positions. Accessories can be directly 
mounted to it with a dedicated, simple, light-weight mount or a conventional 1913 rail section to be added and used if needed. 
Additionally, the CMR built in anti-rotation QD sling swivels in 4 positions.

The main objective was to have a smaller, lighter weight, more ergonomic K.I.S.S (Keep It Simple, Stupid) hand guard that 
maintains or enhances functionality.

Features:
Material: Aluminum 6061 – T6.    Low profile airsoft dummy gas block.
Features 4 built in QD sling sockets.   CMR specific accessories (not included).
Free float rail system to enhance accuracy.  Steel alloy thread inserts for enhanced thread durability. Includes low 
profile airsoft dummy gas block, 
gas tube and proprietary barrel nut.



Part No. PT1124503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$6.95/pc

Part No. PT1134503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$7.95/pc

Part No. PT1144503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$10.95/pc

Part No. PT1154503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$11.95/pc

Part No. PT1164503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$12.95/pc

Enhanced Rail Section (Keymod) 4 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section (Keymod) 5 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section (Keymod) 7 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section (Keymod) 9 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section (Keymod) 11 Slots

The PTS Enhanced Polymer Rail Sections (Keymod) are lightweight low profile 1913 rail sections. The double chamfered ends 
reduces snagging and is comfortable to index against. Available in 5 different lengths.

Features:       Spec:
Material: DuPont™ Zytel® High Performance Reinforced Polymer Weight: 50g approx. each (with packaging)
Compatible with KEYMOD mount points    Dimensions: 150 x 70 x 12mm approx. (in packaging)
Tapered at both ends to reduce snagging    Color: Black & Dark Earth
Back face ribbing to reduce weight while maintaining strength
Available in 4, 5, 7, 9, and 11 slots lengths

Enhanced Rail Section (Keymod)



Enhanced Rail Section
The PTS Polymer Rail Sections are lightweight low profile 1913 rail sections. The double chamfered ends reduces snagging and is 
comfortable to index against. Available in 4 different lengths.

Features:       Spec:
Material: DuPont™ Zytel® High Performance Reinforced Polymer Weight: 50g approx. each (with packaging)
Compatible with standard mount points    Dimensions: 150 x 70 x 12mm approx. (in packaging)
Tapered at both ends to reduce snagging    Color: Black
Back face ribbing to reduce weight while maintaining strength
Available in 5, 7, 9, and 11 slots lengths

Part No. PT1174503
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$5.95/pc

PT1184503
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$6.95/pc

PT1194503
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$7.95/pc

PT1204503
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$8.95/pc

Enhanced Rail Section 5 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section 7 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section 9 Slots

Enhanced Rail Section 11 Slots





The PTS Griffin M4SDII Flash Suppressor is designed to offer superior flash suppression over a standard A2-style flash hider. 
The Airsoft version has been designed to be compatible with any A2-compatible suppressor mount including the PTS Griffin 
Armament M4SDII Suppressor.

Spec: 
Material:   Steel alloy   
Fitting:    CW & CCW available
Weight:    50g (approx.)  
Color:    Black
Dimensions:   57 x 22 dia. mm

Part No. GA003490300 (CW) / GA004490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$30.00/pc

PTS Griffin Armament M4SDII Flash Suppressor

The PTS Griffin M4SDII Flash Comp is Griffin’s flagship product. It combines the distinctive design and functional recoil control 
ability of the Griffin M4SD Tactical Compensator with increased flash suppression capability via the addition of the 3 pronged tips 
to provide the optimal balance of recoil control and flash suppression with minimal compromise for both functions. The Airsoft 
version has been designed to be compatible with any A2-compatible suppressor mount including the PTS Griffin Armament M4SD 
Suppressor

Spec:
Material:  Steel alloy
Fitting:    CW & CCW available
Weight:    70g (approx.)
Color:    Black
Dimensions:   57 x 22 dia. mm

Part No. GA001490300 (CW) / GA002490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$34.00/pc

PTS Griffin Armament M4SDII Flash Compensator



PTS Griffin Armament M4SD-II Mock Suppressor
The real steel alloy M4SD-II sound suppressor is the result of a ten year study of sound suppressor design and a rigorous seven 
year R&D program pulling from lessons learned in environments from computer design, field testing, to actual combat operations 
in Afghanistan during Operation Enduring Freedom.

The M4SD II was designed to provide the optimal combination of lightweight, peak performance, and durability. 
The PTS M4SD-II Airsoft Mock Suppressor is universally compatible with all four of PTS Griffin Armament's replica muzzle 
devices: the Griffin Armament Tactical Compensator, Muzzle Brake, Flash Suppressor and Flash Comp. 

Two versions of the PTS M4SD-II Airsoft Mock Suppressor will be available upon release: a functional foam lined international 
version and a US import version.

Spec:
Material:   Aluminum
Weight:    200g (approx.) 
Dimensions:   115 x 40 dia. mm approx. (without packaging)
Color:    Black & Dark Earth
Compatibility:   A2 Flash hider, VFC, GP, Griffin Armament, Masada

US Version (For USA sale only)  
Part No. GA0094903 
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$45.00/pc   

Non US Version
Part No. GA0104903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$45.00/pc



The Griffin M4SDII Comp is a tactical muzzle device designed to both provide superior recoil control for very accurate and 
controllable rapid shooting while keeping concussion and flash suppression at a manageable level. The Airsoft version has been 
designed to be compatible with any A2-compatible suppressor mount including the PTS Griffin Armament M4SD Suppressor

Spec:
Material:   Steel alloy   
Weight:    70g (approx.)
Dimensions:   44 x 22 dia. mm
Fitting:    CW & CCW available
Color:    Black

Part No. GA005490300 (CW) / GA006490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$32.00/pc

PTS Griffin Armament M4SDII Tactical Compensator

PTS Griffin Armament M4SDII Muzzle Brake 
The Griffin M4SDII Muzzle Brake is designed purely to maximize recoil control and muzzle movement. It is perfect for rapid 
shooting situations such as competitions where minimal rifle and sight movement during rapid shooting is important for very fast 
and accurate follow up shots. The Airsoft version has been designed to be compatible with any A2-compatible suppressor mount 
including the PTS Griffin Armament M4SDII Suppressor.

Spec: 
Material:   Steel alloy
Weight:    50g (approx.)
Dimensions:   57 x 22 dia. mm
Fitting:    CW & CCW available
Color:    Black

Part No. GA007490300 (CW) / GA008490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$30.00/pc



The Rainier Arms XTC (Xtreme Tactical Compensator) was designed as a true multifunctional muzzle device that reduced felt 
recoil and muzzle rise with a relatively low muzzle flash. The PTS Rainier Arms XTC is an aesthetically accurate, licensed
reproduction of its real firearm counterpart and is available in clockwise and counterclockwise 14mm threading.

Spec:
Material:   Steel Alloy
Finish:    Isonite QPQ
Weight:    68g
Dimensions:   55.88 x 21.84 dia. mm
Fitting:    CW & CCW available

Part No. RA003490300 (CW) / RA004490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$27.50/pc

PTS Rainier Arms Xtreme Tactical AR15

The Rainier Arms RMC (Rainier Mini Compensator) was designed as a single port compensator with similar functionality to the 
Rainier Arms XTC but in smaller overall dimensions to reduce weight. The PTS Rainier Arms RMC is an aesthetically accurate,
licensed reproduction of its real firearm counterpart and is available in clockwise and counter-clockwise 14mm threading.

Spec:
Material :   Steel Alloy
Finish:    Isonite QPQ
Weight:    38g
Dimensions:   36.50 x 21.84 dia. mm
Fitting:    CW & CCW available

Part No. RA00149300 (CW) / RA002490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$25/pc

PTS Rainier Arms Mini Xtreme Tactical AR15



A sophisticated design of PTS GoGun® SuperComp™ Talon Flash Hinder shows its practical functionality and its artistic value. 
Each licensed Talon has distinguished engraved trademark shows its uniqueness and distinctiveness.  With its meticulous design 
and great functionality, PTS GoGun® SuperComp™ Talon Flash Hider can effectively improve users’ performance under any 
circumstance. 

Features:
Precision CNC machined from 6000 series aluminum alloy.
High impact resistant.
Equipped with 6 Personal deterrent prongs in the front for close encounters.
A distinguish engraved trademark on each licensed Talon with true 1:1 scale in airsoft version.

Spec:
Finish:    Hard Anodizing 
Weight:    64.5g    
Dimensions:   74.5 x 30.5 dia. mm
Fitting:    CW & CCW available
Accessory:   Shim Kit x 3pcs

Part No. GG004490300 (CW) / GG005490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$29.00/pc

PTS GoGun® SuperComp™ Talon Flash Hider

A sophisticated design of PTS GoGun® SuperComp™ No Talon Flash Hinder shows its practical functionality and its artistic value. 
Each licensed Talon has distinguished engraved trademark shows its uniqueness and distinctiveness. With its meticulous design 
and great functionality, PTS GoGun® SuperComp™ No Talon Flash Hider can effectively improve users’ performance under any 
circumstance.

Features:
Precision CNC machined from heat treated steel alloy.
High impact resistant.
A distinguish engraved trademark on each licensed Talon with true 1:1 scale in airsoft version.

Spec:
Finish:    Packetized Black
Weight:    101g  
Dimensions:   58.4 x 25.4 dia. mm    
Fitting:    CW & CCW available
Accessory:  Shim Kit x 3pcs

Part No. GG002490300 (CW) / GG003490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$28.00/pc

PTS GoGun® SuperComp™ No Talon Flash Hider



PTS BattleComp 1.5 was designed to have the same capabilities as its BattleComp 1.0 counterpart, however it is an elongated 
version of the 1.0 variant that when installed on 14.5" barrels extends the overall length to 16.1". The PTS BattleComp 1.5 is an 
accurate reproduction of the BattleComp 1.5 and is available in clockwise and counter-clockwise 14mm threading. 

Spec:
Material:  Precision CNC machined from heat treated steel alloy
Net Weight:   110g approx
Dimensions:   55 x 22 dia. mm
Finish:    Matte Black (black oxide scratch resistant finish)
Accessory:   Crush washer x 1pc, shim Kit x 3pcs included

Part No. BC003490300 (CW) / BC004490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$27.50/pc

PTS BattleComp 1.5 Flash Hider

PTS BattleComp 1.0 is an accurate reproduction of the original and still most popular BattleComp 1.0. The PTS airsoft replica is 
available in clockwise and counterclockwise 14mm threading.

Spec:
Material:  Precision CNC machined from heat treated steel alloy
Net weight:   50g approx
Dimension:   44 x 22 dia. mm
Finish:    Matte Black (black oxide scratch resistant finish)
Accessory:   Crush washer x 1pc, shim Kit x 3pcs included

Part No. BC001490300 (CW) / BC002490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$25.00/pc

PTS BattleComp 1.0 Flash Hider



Based on the same precision construction as the original BattleComp 1.0, the BABC (Big A** Battle Comp) was designed 
as a multi-caliber compensator for larger caliber firearms from 6.5 Grendal, 6.8 SPC, 7.62 NATO to .300 Win Mag and AAC 
Blackout.  The PTS BattleComp BABC is an accurate reproduction of the BattleComp BABC and is available in clockwise and 
counter-clockwise 14mm threading.

Spec:
Material:  Precision CNC machined from heat treated steel alloy
Net Weight:   112.5g
Dimensions:    61 x 22 dia. mm 
Finish:    Matte Black (black oxide scratch resistant finish)
Accessory:   Crush washer x 1pc, shim Kit x 3pcs included

Part No. BC007490300 (CW) / BC008490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$32.50/pc

PTS Battle Comp BABC Flash Hider

PTS BattleComp 2.0 is a variant of the original BattleComp® whose external dimensions have been modified to match that of the 
standard A2 bird cage flash hider in order to be compatible with silencers that were designed to fit over A2 flash hiders. The PTS 
BattleComp 2.0 replica is available in clockwise and counter-clockwise 14mm threading.

Spec:
Material:  Precision CNC machined from heat treated steel alloy
Net weight:   50g approx
Dimension:   44 x 22 dia. mm
Finish:    Matte Black (black oxide scratch resistant finish)
Accessory:   Crush washer x 1pc, shim Kit x 3pcs included

Part No. BC005490300 (CW) / BC006490300 (CCW)
MSRP: US$31.00/pc

PTS Battlecomp 2.0 Flash Hider



The PTS Window Breaker is designed as a replica window breaching tool to be mounted onto the end of a replica PTS Griffin 
Armament Suppressor or PTS AAC Suppressor. Based on a real steel alloy counterpart recently featured in a photo of a US Navy 
SEAL's AR15 made famous for the mission it was used on. The PTS Window Breaker is designed for rugged use and gives any 
replica suppressor it is attached to a more aggressive look. 

Spec:
Material:     CNC Steel alloy
Color Finish:     Dark gray 
Weight (including packaging)  approximately 80g
Dimensions (including packaging)   58 x 70 x 30mm
Compatibility    37.5mm diameter Faux Silencers. PTS Griffin Armament, PTS AAC silencers.

Part No. PT0984903
Color Code: 07 Black
MSRP: US$30.95/pc

PTS Window Breaker





The PTS Enhanced Polymer Stock, or EPS for short, is a simple yet highly functional collapsible polymer stock for the AR15 
platform. The EPS M4 stock has a uniquely comfortable cheek weld, storage tubes on either side that allows for ample storage 
space for AA, AAA or CR123 batteries and a rear compartment for tools or airsoft batteries for electric airsoft guns.

Features:
Light weight.
Compatible with mil-spec and most airsoft buffer tubes.
Low-drag snag free design prevents tangling of the gun with molle gear, the user's sling and other kit.
Clean lines and elegant design provides improved aesthetics and ergonomics.
Two different types of ambidextrous sling mounting options, including QD swivel sockets.
Unique side tubes result in a comfortable cheek weld and expanded storage.
Slim profile considering it's significant internal storage space.
Easy and simple installation.
Compatible with both AEGs as well as Airsoft Gas Blowback Rifles.
Comes in a full range of colors including Black, Flat Dark Earth OD Green, Urban Gray and others.
Made from DuPont™ Zytel® Polymer

Part No. PT1254503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

EPS M4 Collapsible Stock



The Ergo F93 Pro Stock is an eight position collapsible stock with one of the longest length of pull and a fixed cheek piece for a 
constant and repeatable cheek weld in any of the 8 stock positions. The integrated revolutionary locking device has the feel of 
a fixed stock without the rattling and movement common on many collapsible stocks. The F93 includes an over molded carbine 
length

Features:
Once the butt is locked, the F93 has the feel of a fixed stock.
8” from receiver to butt plate when collapsed, 12” fully extended.
AEG version can hold a suitably sized Li-Po battery in the buffer tube
GBB version is compatiable with most airsoft GBB rifles
Gas Blow Back weight 524g
AEG weight 495g

PTS Ergo F93 Pro Stock (AEG) w/pad  
Part No. FL0184503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$114.00/pc

PTS Ergo F93 Pro Stock (GBB) w/pad
Part No. FL0194503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$114.00/pc

PTS Ergo F93 Pro Stock w/pad





Spec:
Material:  CNC machined 6061 aluminium
Weight:   240g
Dimensions:  205 x 100 x 85mm (packaged)
Color:   Black

Part No. RA011490300
MSRP: US$266.00/pc

PTS Rainier Arms Lower Receiver (For Systema PTW)

PTS Mega Arms Upper & Lower receivers are 100% CNC machined from 6061 aluminum with black hard anodized surface.

Spec:
Material:  CNC machined 6061 aluminium
Weight:    1kg
Dimensions:   210 x 130 x 85mm (packaged)
Color:    Black

Part No. MG004490300
MSRP: US$493.95/pc

PTS Mega Arms Upper & Lower Receivers (For Systema PTW)



PTS Barrel Nut Key
A new PTS Barrel Nut Key for PTS Mega Arms MKM AR15 (GBB) is designed for the dismantle / install the barrel nut of PTS 
Mega Arms MKM AR15. By simply using a normal spanner, you can level the key to dismantle / install of the barrel nut without 
damage the body itself.

Part No. MG006490300
MSRP: US$19.90/pc



The PTS ESP-M is designed for carbine style buffer tubes for the airsoft AR15/M4 and 308 GBBR platform. This uniquely 
designed QD End Plate will accept either a milspec QD Sling Swivel (not included) or the included Single Point Sling Swivel to 
give the user a truly versatile sling mountable receiver end plate. 

The limited rotation Single Point Sling Quick Attachment Swivel locks in place with a screw and features a hardened steel alloy 
loop allowing connection to many popular single point sling attachments. 

Compatibility:
KWA/KSC-LM4, PTS Mega Arms MKM AR15, G&P/WA GBB M4 Series, GHK GBB M4, Systema PTW. 

Features: 
Steel alloy construction
Black oxide finishing
Fully radiused edges, inside and out to prevent fraying of your sling
Quick Detach Socket 
Includes a Single Point Sling Quick Attachment Swivel

Part No. PT102490300
MSRP: US$25.00/pc

Enhanced Modular Sling Plate



AEG version includes:
3 x Modular Selector Levers
2 x Torx Screw with Spring
2 x Plastic Made Safety Detent
1 x AEG Selector Plate
These selectors are the AEG Version; they can only be assembled to the left side of the Airsoft gun.

Spec:
Weight:    50g per set (approx.)
Available Colors:  Black, Dark Earth
Dimensions:   27 x 12 mm max size of lever
Compatibility:   AEG Only. TM, TM SOPMOD, G&P

Part No. BA0014903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$30.00/pc

GBB version of the BAD-ASS includes:
5 x Modular Selector Levers 
2 x Torx Screw 
1 x GBB Fire Selector Shaft

For PTS Mega Arms MKM AR15, WA, G&P System      For KWA/KSC – LM4
Part No. BA0024903     Part No. BA0034903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth   Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: US$38.00/pc     MSRP: US$38.00/pc

PTS B.A.D. Ambidextrous Safety Selector  (AEG) Version

PTS B.A.D. Ambidextrous Safety Selector (GBB) - Mega, G&P, WA Version / KWA/KSC – LM4 Version

PTS Battle Arms Development – Ambidextrous Safety Selector (B.A.D-A.S.S.)
The PTS Battle Arms Development BAD-ASS is a licensed airsoft replica, designed for training and simulation use only. It includes 
all the selector switches needed to reconfigure the BAD-ASS for the user's requirements. A set of 3 modular selector levers (AEG 
Version) / 5 modular selector levers (GBB Version) are available with the following character:
Designed with aggressive diagonal grooves provides positive engagement
Round edges for comfort and smooth manipulate of lever
V-Groove Marker
Fluting provides added grip while reducing weight

Short + Thin Hybrid/Tab 2

Thin Short

Standard



EXO™ is a complementary product for the Surefire® X200™, X300™ and X300™ Ultra weapon lights for use on a carbine or long 
gun. It is a direct replacement for the plastic frame rails and provides a shroud for the activation switch. This gives the user 
a positive indexing point for light activation as well as providing protection against light AD’s during use and storage without 
impeding access to the switch. EXO™ is constructed out of very strong impact resistant polymer and provides a strengthened 
mounting interface with the host weapon. It also provides extra protection for the battery compartment latch. 

Features: 
Protects the Switch from Accidental Light Discharge in sensitive environments.
Protects the light from inadvertent activation during storage or transport.
Provides a strong attachment point to the weapon through the use of a strong
engineered polymer and an increased surface area.
Provides a good index point for the activation finger.
Protects the battery cover latch and seal from damage.

Part No. UT0034503
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Exo

PTS Unity Tactical - Atom Glock Slide
ATOM™ allows you to mount nearly any optic using our adaptors to your pistol without the need to mill the slide for each 
optic. The slide is modified with a large dovetail to contain the adapter. The system is capable of using BUIS with the rear sight 
mounted in front of the optic.The ATOM™ system assures that your weapon will be future optic compatible (within limitations); 
and as new optics are introduced to the market, we will release new adapter plates.

Part No. UT0024903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA



FUSION™ is a modular, multi-purpose mount designed to give the end user extreme flexibility in mounting options. It was 
engineered from the ground up to provide a strong mounting base with the widest range of configurations while remaining 
lightweight and inexpensive.

The system consists of a base with several accessories adapters. The current offerings encompass a wide range of current 
devices to include lights, lasers, optics, and ancillary equipment. Because the mounting system is standardized we are able to 
introduce new accessory mounts as equipment changes, reducing time to market and maximizing effectiveness.
FUSION™ was designed to maximize the use of rail space while remaining lightweight and low profile. The interface points are 
very strong and provide for a very rigid mount. The picatinny rail hub has 4 mounting surfaces; a top surface, forward surface, 
and two wing surfaces. All wing accessories are reversible.

The combination of equipment configurations is immense and more accessories can be developed to expand the capabilities of 
the system.

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion

Part No. UT0044903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Backup Iron Sight

Part No. UT0054903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Rail Mount 

Part No. UT0064903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Right Light Mount



Part No. UT0074903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Hub Extension

Part No. UT0084903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Forward Rail - Inline

Part No. UT0094903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Offset Wing Mount

Part No. UT0104903
Color Code: 07 Black / 13 Dark Earth
MSRP: TBA

PTS Unity Tactical - Fusion Offset Rail - Short



PTS GUNSMITH Short Sleeve Shirt is a unisex premium grade garment with work-shirt style tailoring, in dark grey with subtle 
PTS accents. A 1" wide strip of velcro loop is located above the left chest pocket for those who wish to add a name tape type 
patch, or leave it bare to show off the PTS embossed logo.

Part No.
PT8233323 (S)
PT8233333 (M)
PT8233343 (L)
PT8233353 (XL)
Color Code: 26 Grey
MSRP: US$35.95/pc

PTS GUNSMITH Short Sleeve Shirt

PTS Performance Arms Sleeves
PTS Performance Arms Sleeves are designed to protect exposed skin from the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays throughout the 
Anti-UV fabric. Additionally, PTS Performance Arms Sleeves are tailored to be a comfortable stretch fit, made from lightweight, 
moisture-wicking fabric.
 
Constructed from premium-grade materials, PTS Performance Arms Sleeves’ high-performance polyester fabric quickly and 
efficiently wicks sweat away from the body and moves it to the fabric surface, where it evaporates, keeping users dry and 
comfortable even during the most strenuous conditions. The Anti-UV fabric construction provides a minimum of UPF+30 
ultraviolet protections thus preventing sunburn and other sun related illnesses.

Features:
Nature UPF+30 (at minimum).
Anti-UV fabric to protect against UV rays, while keeping you dry and comfortable.
Flat-seam construction to reduce chafing.
90% Nylon & 10% Elasthan.

Part No. PT820830300
MSRP: US$28.95/pc

SIZE                                   S                                 M               L                           XL

LENGTH                                  29”                              29.5”                            30”                         30.5”

CHEST LENGTH                      38”                               40”                            42”                          44”
SHOULDER LENGTH               18.5”                                19”                            19.5”                          20”

SLEEVE LENGTH                      8”                              8.25”                            8.5”                         8.75”

SLEEVE OPENING                    16”                              16.5”                             17”                         17.5”
NECK WIDTH               15.75”                               16”                            16.5”                          17”



Feature: 
Loop velcro: Place a 1 inch x 3 inch strip of loop velcro along the back of the shirt, that is covered when the collar is folded 
down, and exposed when the collar is flipped up.
Two-pen pocket, at left sleeve and a velcro panel (1” x 1 “). 
Flat pocket at right sleeve (3” x 5”).
Sunglass / Radio microphone table located below bottom button on front of shirt.
Low profile tactical polo shirt. 
Made by 100% polyester.
Improve wrinkle resistance.
Durability.
High color retention.

Part No. 
PT8283323 (S)
PT8283333 (M)
PT8283343 (L)
PT8283353 (XL)
Color Code: 07 Black/26 Grey
MSRP: US$39.95/pc

PTS Polo Shirt 2014 Version

Features:
Made of Gildan® 2000 Ultra Cotton™ T-Shirt.
100% Cotton preshrunk.
6.1-ounce 100% cotton.
7/8” seamless double-needle collar.
Taped neck and shoulders.
Double needle bottom hem and sleeves.
Quarter-turned to eliminate centre crease.

Part No. 
PT8293313 – (XS)
PT8293323 – (S)
PT8293333 – (M)
PT8293343 – (L)
PT8293353 – (XL) 
Color Code; 26 Grey
MSRP: US$16.00/pc

PTS Logo T-Shirt

SIZE                                   S                                 M               L                           XL

LENGTH                                  29”                              29.5”                            30”                         30.5”

CHEST LENGTH                      38”                               40”                            42”                          44”
SHOULDER LENGTH               18.5”                                19”                            19.5”                          20”

SLEEVE LENGTH                      8”                              8.25”                            8.5”                         8.75”

SLEEVE OPENING                    16”                              16.5”                             17”                         17.5”
NECK WIDTH               15.75”                               16”                            16.5”                          17”

SIZE                                   S                                 M               L                           XL

LENGTH                                  29”                              29.5”                            30”                         30.5”

CHEST LENGTH                      38”                               40”                            42”                          44”
SHOULDER LENGTH               18.5”                                19”                            19.5”                          20”

SLEEVE LENGTH                      8”                              8.25”                            8.5”                         8.75”

SLEEVE OPENING                    16”                              16.5”                             17”                         17.5”
NECK WIDTH               15.75”                               16”                            16.5”                          17”



IT'S THE EXPERIENCE
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